Many mountainous regions depend on seasonal snowfall for their water resources. 24
Introduction 45
Many regions of the world are critically dependent on seasonal snowfall for their water 46 resources; accurate estimates of how much water is stored in mountain landscapes are 47 7 To validate our snow density and velocity estimates from the GPR data, we manually 129 measured snow depth and densities (Table 1) . On Lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 we dug snow pits and 130 located them with a handheld Trimble GPS unit. To measure snow densities, we used a 0.001 131 cubic meter, wedge-shaped snow sampler and a scale that is accurate within 5-10 grams. We 132 made snow density measurements at 10 cm intervals in the sidewall of the snow-pits starting 133 from the snow surface and continuing to the ground. Pit locations were chosen based on the 134 presence of diffractions near the snow/ground interface after viewing the GPR images in the 135 field. On lines 4, 5, and 6 we measured snow depth at regular intervals with a probe. 136
Probed depth measurements are subject to uncertainties due to uneven ground and 137 deviations in probe angle. We estimate our depth measurements to be accurate within +/-5 138 cm. Snow density observations are subject to over and under sampling and we assign an 139 uncertainty of +/-5 g/cm 3 . We calculate the average density for each pit profile assigning each 140 snow density observation to a 10 (+/-1) cm column of snow and performing a weighted sum. 141
Propagating the uncertainties through the averaging process yields uncertainty estimates of 10-142 14 % of the averaged value, consistent with uncertainty estimates for snow pit density 143 measurements reported by Conger and McClung (2009) 
Pre-Processing the GPR data

Plane-Wave-Destruction 152
Plane wave destruction (PWD) is a predictive filtering method designed to suppress 153 events in a seismic or GPR record having a particular dip (Claerbout, 1992; Fomel, 2002) The goal is to suppress continuous reflections that have small dips (such as snow layering and 167 the ground surface) compared to the steeply dipping diffraction limbs. 168
To estimate local dips, we make an initial guess 8 2 for the dip and solve the set of 169
for∆8. Here, F 8 denotes the convolution of the filter with the data (G), F′ 8 is the 174 derivative of the filter with respect to 8 (F′ 8 G is a diagonal matrix), D is the gradient 175 operator, and H is a weighting parameter that controls the smoothness of the estimated dip 176 field. Imposing smoothness constraints on the dip field estimate ensures stability in the solution 177
and helps target the reflections in the image, since they generally show higher amplitudes and 178 are more laterally continuous than the diffractions we seek to preserve. The estimated dip field 179 is then used to filter the data. 180
Migration 181
Migration is the process that moves reflected and diffracted energy in a seismic or GPR 182 record to its true location in the subsurface (i.e. Claerbout, 1985) . The quality of the migration 183 process depends on the accuracy of the velocity estimate. When the correct migration velocity 184 is chosen, diffraction hyperbolas will collapse to a compact "focus." With too low a velocity, the 185 hyperbola will only be partially collapsed, while a velocity that is too high will cause the 186 hyperbola to be mapped into a "smile". 187 calculation. V is a measure of the "simplicity" of a signal (Wiggins, 1978) . Since the simplest 203 possible signal is a spike and the optimal migration velocity will map hyperbolas to the most 204 compact "focus", the maximum V value will correspond to the image migrated with the optimal 205 velocity. 206
To assess possible errors in the migration velocity analysis, we applied our workflow to a 207 synthetic data set generated from diffractors of varying size. The Fresnel radius is given by U V = 208 WX / (Sheriff, 1980) where z is depth and Y is the dominant wavelength. image, peaked at the correct velocity of 0.24 m/ns. This analysis suggests that the peak V value 221 will correspond to the correct velocity if the majority of the diffractions correspond to objects 222 much than U V . 223
We choose to compute V in sliding windows that span the entire time section and have 224 a user-defined width. Computing V in this way allows us to incorporate many diffraction events 225 and maximize the likelihood that the bulk of the diffractions satisfy the point diffractor 226 assumption. Moreover, sliding windows offer the potential to capture lateral variability in snow 227 density. 228
After computing V for the entire data set, we choose the maximum V value in each 229 window to get an estimate of the migration velocity. Noise in the filtered image, large 230 diffracting objects, or a lack of diffractions may cause the peak of the Vnorm to correspond to 231 an incorrect velocity. To reduce the influence of erroneous velocity picks, we smooth the picks 232 in the lateral direction with a boxcar averaging filter the same width as the sliding window. 233
We use the shape of the upper portion of the V curve to estimate uncertainties in the 234 velocity pick. Comparing the Vnorm curves for synthetic diffractions as well as those from our 235 data, we find that Vnorm values that are greater than 95% of the peak value correspond to 236 migrated images that are indistinguishable to the human eye (Figure 2 ). We therefore obtain 237 upper and lower bounds on our velocity estimate by finding the minimum and maximum 238 velocities with Vnorm values equal to 95% of the maximum. We use the upper and lower 239 bounds on our velocity estimates to compute upper and lower bounds on all subsequent 240 calculations. 241 242
Dix Equation 243
The migration velocity is the RMS velocity of all of the material between the GPR 244 antenna and the diffractor. When the GPR antenna is in contact with the snow and the 245 diffractor is located at the base of the snow, we interpret the migration velocity to be the 246 average velocity of the snow across the width of the diffraction hyperbola. When the GPR unit 247 is mounted on the front of the snowmobile, the signal must pass through the air between the 248 antenna and the snow-surface so that the migration velocity is higher than that of the snow. To 249 find the snow-velocity from these data, we use the Dix equation (Dix, 1955 where velocity subscripts refer to the migration velocity, the velocity in air, and the velocity 254 within the snowpack and time subscripts refer to the two-way travel-times of the snow surface 255 and soil surface reflections. 256
The Dix equation contains two important assumptions. First, the velocity of the snow 257 must be approximately constant over the width of the hyperbola and second, the half-width of 258 the hyperbola should be small compared to the depth of the diffractor (x << z). The diffractions 259 in our data sets are approximately 4 to 5 meters wide; thus we assume that any lateral 260 variations in snow density occur on a larger scale than this. If the second assumption is not 261 valid, then the Dix velocity will be higher than the true velocity, resulting in a density estimate 262 that is too low. The snow depths in our data range from ~1-2 meters, which is comparable to 263 the half-width of the hyperbolas. 
Estimating SWE 291
To estimate SWE from the radar data, we need to know the depth of the snow and the 292 snow density (ghi = j NZ[\ k NZ[\ ). The depth can be found by picking the two-way travel-293 time of the ground reflection and, if applicable, the snow-surface reflection and then using the 294 velocity estimate to convert time to depth. Using Eq. 1, we convert radar velocity to dielectric 295 constant (! = #/ %′) and estimate the density of dry snow with the empirical relationship
299 300 where %′ 4 is the dielectric constant and k is the density of dry snow. 301
In this paper, we are primarily concerned with measuring radar velocities and we 302 assume that our data measure the properties of dry snow. The real part of the dielectric 303 constant for water (~80) is much larger than that of snow (~1.5 -2) and the imaginary part, 304 which describes the attenuation of the signal, is non-negligible (Bradford at al., 2009). The dry 305 snow assumption can be tested from the data by analyzing the attenuation properties of the 306 snowpack (Bradford et al., 2009 ). The attenuation coefficient for radar waves in water is 307 frequency-dependent (i.e. Turner and Siggins, 1994), with the higher frequencies attenuating 308 more rapidly that the lower frequencies because they go through more cycles per distance 309 traveled. When liquid water is present in the snow, the ground reflection will have a lower 310 mean frequency content than a reference event (the snow reflection for the snowmobile 311 collected data and the direct arrival for the skier-pulled data). To test the dry snow assumption, 312
we calculate the maximum local instantaneous frequency (Fomel, 2007) within a time window 313 surrounding the event of interest then average this value across all of the traces in the GPR 314 image. The standard deviation provides an estimate of the measurement uncertainty. We note 315 that at 500 MHz, a small shift in frequencies results in a non-negligible volumetric water 316 content. 317
Snow depth, density and SWE estimates for all of our GPR profiles and pits are summarized in 321 Tables 1 and 2 . Here we discuss the processing and describe results for a synthetic data set and 322 two representative field data sets. 323
Synthetic test 324
As a first test on the reliability of migration focusing analysis for reconstructing radar 325 velocities, we performed the analysis on a synthetic data set generated with REFLEX software. 326
The synthetic data set was generated using a 500 MHz Kuepper wavelet sampled at 0. higher frequency content than the reference frequency, perhaps due to thin-layer "tuning" 368 effects. Since we do not observe a decrease in frequency with travel time, we infer that there 369 was no liquid water present in the snow on this day. 370
After the PWD filtering step we are left with many diffractions along the ground surface 371 and a few isolated events within the snowpack (Figure 6b ). We compute V in 10-meter-wide 372 sliding windows and pick the velocity that corresponds to the peak value of V (Figure 5d measuring GPR velocity and thus snow density SWE from common-offset data that requires a 429 minimum amount of human interpretation. Common-offset GRP data are fast and easy to 430 obtain, and velocity estimates can be made when diffractions are present. However, the 431 common methods of visually inspecting migrated images or fitting curves to diffraction 432 hyperbolas are time-consuming and subject to human error. The migration velocity analysis 433 described in this paper provides an efficient means for extracting velocity information from 434 large GPR data sets. Here we discuss the accuracy and efficiency of the method as well as the 435 level of automation. 436
To validate the method, we compared estimated snow densities, depths, and SWE to 437 observations made in four snow pits and to 86 probed snow depth measurements. The results 438 are summarized in Table 2 and in Figure 9 . If we exclude the two obvious outliers (Figure 10a across the entire line reduces the RMS errors for density and SWE to 8% and 10%, respectively. 445
The greatest potential for systematic error in this analysis is the presence diffracting 446 objects whose dimensions exceed the radius of the first Fresnel zone. The field data offer the 447 opportunity to evaluate the influence of diffractor size on velocity estimates. Line 1, for 448 example, shows four prominent diffractions between 50 and 70 meters. The Varimax norm hasa maximum value at 0.256 m/ns, which is the velocity that focuses the two leftmost diffractions 450 (Figure 6c ). The diffractions on the right are clearly not focused because they are caused by an 451 object (most likely a log) with a radius greater than the first Fresnel zone. Because the leftmost 452 two have a higher amplitude then the others, they have the largest influence on the varimax 453 value. Thus, although there are clearly events in the field data that have the potential to give 454 erroneous results, our results suggest that reliable velocity estimates can be achieved so long as 455 the majority of the diffracted energy is related to objects that can be considered point 456
diffractors. 457
One of our main goals was to produce a processing flow that allows for the rapid 458 processing of common offset GPR data with minimal user interaction. The two most time 459 computationally expensive parts of the processes are the migrations and the varimax 460 calculations. As an example, on a 2016 MacBook Pro with a 2GHz processor, for the ~ 100-461 constraints to adequately suppress reflections in the GPR image. However, for our data the 472 majority of the diffractions are located along the ground surface and the internal structure of 473 the snowpack shows dips that closely parallel the ground reflection. A good first guess, and 474 often a good final guess, for the dip field can be computed by picking the arrival times of the 475 ground reflection. Because the ground reflection has to be interpreted to measure snow depth, 476 this strategy can significantly reduce the processing time for each data set. 477
The data presented in this paper contained an abundance of diffractions located near 478 the soil/ground interface allowing an average velocity for the entire snowpack to be obtained. *Line 3 was located 1.5 meters off of Pit 2, disagreement between depth and SWE measurements at this site reflect lateral variations in snowdepth. **RMSE percentages are calculated relative to the mean observed depth along each profile †Lines 2, 3, 5, and 6 are described in the supplementary materials.
